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project brief

Product choice: 
An above top organizer for the at-home desk that 
accommodates wire management and important 
desktop items within arms reach.

target grouP: 
Young professionals who have an at-home desk, 
who sometimes telecommute and work on creative 
independent projects. Between the ages of 21-35.

Methodologies: 
Interviews of potential target group, 12 acquired
Questions asked: 

1. What regularly sits on your desk at home? 
(pens? cell phone? pencils? paper? books? 
newspapers? stapler? glasses? cds?  
sketchbooks? scissors? tape? rulers? etc...)
2. What objects fall off your desk?  
3a. Do you have a shelf above your desk? 
3b. What do you put on that shelf?
4. When working at your desk what do you 
want in arms reach?
5a. Do you have a desktop organizer? 

 5b. If so, what does it hold? 
 5c.  Do you like it? 
 5d.  How can it be improved? 
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project brief

ProbleM identification:
1. They’re ugly, so they don’t want them in 

their home
2. A lot of them leave everything exposed, so 

there’s a lot of visual clutter
3. They don’t accommodate wire chaos 
4. They have a huge footprint and are too big 

(vertically)
5. Portability 
6. Some don’t have drawers
7. They’re not always in arm’s reach because 

of how they fit near a computer
8. They’re difficult to clean
9. They don’t accommodate or help organize 

folders.
10. Items always fall behind the desk. 
11. They end up full of useless things.

We identified the most common problems people have when using desk 
organizers by interviewing our target group and documenting their desks 
using digital photography. Most of the respondents did not own a desk 
organizer for their at-home desk because they found them aesthetically 
unappealing and they felt they occupied too much space. They felt that they 
symbolized the conservative, boring work place and administrative tasks, and 
felt that symbolism was inappropriate for their home. Users were unpleased 
by all this visual clutter exposed by organizers without drawers and we’re 
overwhelmed by their footprint, or size if you traced them on the desk. Thus 
participants opted to use organizer “alternatives” like antique clips, bamboo 
bowls, and ceramic cups. They preferred natural materials over plastics and 
also preferred to be able to customize their organization based on their 
individual needs.  Frequently they lost things behind their desk, so having 
some way to safely compartmentalize their clutter was important to them.
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project brief

needs assessMent:
The following needs assessment list was created 
based on the apparent or expressed needs of our 
research participants through interviews and 
photography of their at-home work environment. 

1. Aesthetically pleasing and appropriate for 
the home

2. Small footprint and less imposing stature
3. Accommodates folders and paper in an 

organized way
4. Wire management
5. Portability (though we will not address 

this)
6. Decrease visual clutter
7. Accommodate necessary objects, limit 

storage for junk
8. Complement laptop and computer use of 

space.
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project brief

design drivers:
Based on the needs assessment, the following items 
are a few key elements to drive the early stages 
of our  product development. While we may not 
incorporate all of these features, narrowing our 
scope will enable us to begin our ideation phase with 
a clearer direction. 

1. A home aesthetic, more character (i.e., 
less bland administrative) with natural 
materials and a personable quality. 

2. Smaller footprint and imposing stature
3. Accommodate folders and paper
4. Provide more enclosures to decrease 

visual clutter and things falling behind 
the desk. 

5. Accommodate wire management.
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project brief

coMPetitor analysis: 
Landscape includes Store Branded Standards, 
Pop culture outputs and old familiar names like 
Rubbermaid and Rolodex. Prices from $5-90.

Competitors

Desktop Apprentice Rotating Desk Organizer
Rolodex Harmony Line
Rubbermaid Pizazz Desk Organizer
Office Depot Brand Recycle Deluxe Desk Organizer

strengths

1. Known Brands
2. Few Major Distribution Channels
3. Advertisement from being part of a TV show (Apprentice)

Weaknesses

1. Boring/not innovative
2. No improvements to accommodate changing workspaces

opportunities 
1. Leverage our knowledge of transient workers/students
2. Develop for a specific niche
3. Capitalize on lack of competitive innovation

threats

1. High barriers to entry/distribution channels and economies 
of scale

2. Copycat abilities of major competitors who can compete 

on price 
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teaM contract:
Team Roles

Shanna Bogaty – Market Analyst
Nico Bühler – Project Manager
Paul Carlson – Graphic Designer
Laura Dean – Product Designer & Minutes Keeper
Yoann Skenazi – Presentations & Documentation

Team Rules
1) Be present for all scheduled meetings.  When you cannot make a 

scheduled meeting, notify all team members via email with as much 
advance notice as possible of your inability to attend, and suggest 
alternative meeting times/dates.  Failure to do so will result in you 
purchasing a round of drinks for your teammates. 

2) Respect each other’s opinions and ideas, and offer feedback as 
appropriate, as well as support/encouragement

3) Respect differing communication styles/preferences, and work together 
to determine what works best for everyone

4) Strictly adhere to all agreed-upon deadlines; if you cannot make a 
deadline, please notify all team members via email as soon as 
you know this to be the case. Failure to do so will result in you 
purchasing a round of drinks for your teammates.

5) Team will meet in person as needed. With one weekly meeting one hour 
before class. 

6) Team will also meet on AIM (or other suitable chat program) at least 
once a week on Sunday evening. I include this for a couple reasons; 
one being that given the communication barrier, this is more of an 
even playing field for me, and also because it can be a good/easy 
way to have a record of discussions/decisions made 

7) Each team member will be responsible for filling out a risk assessment 
matrix (to be provided by DAI students)

8) Each team member, at the conclusion of the project, will be responsible 
for filling out a peer assessment, to evaluate both the performance 
of other team members as well as oneself

9) Teammates will be honest and direct regarding their capabilities and 
progress.

10) If a team member misses more than three deadlines and meetings 
(total) they will send an email to our professors, cc all other 
members, explaining their lack of collaborative contribution.

project brief
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project brief

teaM schedule:
April 3rd: team formation, exchange of contact information, brainstorming
April 13th: desktop environment photos, desktop narrative, and research results 

due
April 16th: project brief, competitor analysis, and team contract to be finalized, 

as well as content of first in-class presentation
April 17th: first in-class presentation
April 19th: rough draft of marketing plan, rough sketches of product prototype, 

design of marketing mix (?)
April 20th: in-person team meeting; feedback on marketing plan draft, prototype 

sketches, marketing mix design
April 21st: revisions to marketing plan, sketches, and design of marketing mix
April 22nd: draft of 2nd PowerPoint presentation
tApril 23rd: feedback on 2nd PowerPoint presentation
April 24th: second in-class presentation (product concept ideation and broad 

marketing plan)
April 24th: finalize product concept ideation (after class?)
April 26th: develop design, develop proof of concept prototype, do risk 

assessment
April 27th: in-person team meeting; feedback on design development, prototypes, 

and risk assessment results
April 28th: revisions to design development, product prototypes
April 29th: draft of 3rd PowerPoint presentation 
April 30th: feedback on 3rd PowerPoint presentation
May 1st: third in-class presentation (final design, mock-up prototype, and risk 

assessment)
May 3rd: develop full mock-up prototype
May 4th: in-person team meeting; feedback on full mock-up prototype
May 5th: revisions to full mock-up prototype based on team feedback
May 8th: individual group consultation with instructors (review full mock-up 

prototype)
May 10th: develop final prototype and marketing plan
May 11th: in-person team meeting; feedback on final prototype and marketing 

plan
May 13th: final revisions to final prototype and marketing plan based on team 

feedback, and draft of final PowerPoint presentation
May 14th: feedback on final PowerPoint presentation, team assessments due, and 

booklet finalization
May 15th: final presentation
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purpose

To fill the void in the market for a well-designed, 
sustainable organization system created for in-the-
home use. To give back to the community by 
donating a portion of each sale to foundations 
whose missions are in line with our goals of nature 
education and replanting in urban areas.

mission

rair  creates and was created to enable the design 
conscientious to elegantly organize their in-the-
home workspaces by providing sustainable, earth-
friendly solutions which integrate with the décor 
while providing a flexible solution to fit their 
individual needs.
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project management

design driver questions
1. What is the aim of the project? 

To come up with a product that is innovative and new, usable and yet 
with potential to further development

2. The business must be clear and realistic in defining the project goals. 

3. How will success be defined, and how will it be measured at the conclu-
sion of the project?

The project, from our point of view, is considered successful if the 
team members as well as the supervisors are content with our work. 
The measurement is the amount of team spirit we built up and, in fact, 
if we can still talk to each other in a friendly and respectful way. We 
consider being successful in this project if our product is something 
that has not existed beforehand, is relatively cheap in the production, 
easy to use and nice to look at. The main measurement will be how 
we as a group and each team member for him/herself feels about the 
experience when looking back.

4. Are there schedule milestones, such as a date for market introduction?
Market introduction would be the 20th May with a launch party.

5.Who (will be using your product)
The target group will be young professionals, with a taste for art and 
design and the willingness to pay for it.

6. What (what features are essential)
The most important features are variety of possibilities to use, as well 
as sustainability, easy to reach, and above top located.

7. What (materials will be used)
Felt, wood, and metal
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project management

design driver questions
8. How  (will the object function)

It will be a desktop organizer where desk and work related objects 
can be stored. 

9. What does the product do?
It stores desk and work related  and has a enhancing the home work-
place visually through its design.

10. What does it look like?
It will look like epiphytes on a branch.

11. How does it work?
The “Epiphytes” mentioned above provide the storage room, their 
“leaves”, made out of flexible metal and covered with felt, can hold 
various objects (scissors, pens, envelopes etc.)

12. Who will be using the product- and what are that person’s needs?
The person uses the product at home in order not to have a cluttered 
desk while he or she doesn’t have to pass on a pleasing design.

13. What technology constraints do you face?

14. How does the product want to be perceived? (compiling a list of ad-
jectives can help capture the desired persona) 

considerate, attractive, socially conscious, kind, somewhat aloof, may-
be a little arrogant, a little distant and quiet, but really comfortable in 
his/her skin and easy to be around. 

15. Are there any subtle messages that need to be conveyed? 
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project management

risk assessment matrix
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project management

responsibility matrix

This was created and maintained online using the spreadsheet feature of Google Documents
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project management

schedule

Project management schedule Week 4

Project management schedule Week 5

Google Documents was used to create a rough project management schedule; this was used for the first three weeks

Yoann took it upon himself to learn how to use MS Project to create the Week 4 schedule shown above
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project management

schedule

Project management schedule Week 4

Project management schedule Week 5

the Week 5 schedule, created in MS Project by Yoann, is shown above
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project management

meeting minutes
Accomplishments as of 4/21
 Online project management doc is up and running on google, everyone can access it 
and make changes
 Flickr photo documentation is up and running, everyone added images and that dialogue 
initiated a design direction
 Brainstormed and developed a design direction
 Brainstormed and developed the initial direction of a marketing plan
 Delegated work that is due Tuesday

To do in the next two days:
-sketches: Laura
-prototypes: Laura & Yoann
-marketing plan: Shanna
-marketing plan assistance (if necessary): Nico
-project management: Nico
-presentation assembly: Paul
-project name: everyone keep brainstorming
-initial identity direction: Paul

Rough draft of 5 minutes presentation content:
-Influence map: using the images we put on flickr and other visual/conceptual influences  
1 slide
-Sketches: 1/2 slides
-Marketing Plan: 1-2 slides
-Physical Prototypes: In person and on screen: 1-2 slides
-Initial Identity ideation -1 slide

Our initial design direction:
 a wall hanging component based organize made from sustainable materials: certi-
fied hardwood plywood see www.earthsourcewood.com (in bayview/sf) as a possible 
source
   The components could hang individually from nails/screws or there is a horizontal 
wood bar with nubs that can accommodate multiple pieces
 The first components to be drafter are: a cone shaped pencil/pen container, small 
drawers, a magazine holder, a wiring management system

Our initial market:
 Online, small hi-end boutiques, dwell magazine, etc...
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project management

meeting minutes

Being considered
 The multiple approaches to manufacturing.
 The multiple ways these objects can attach to the wall. 
 The multiple ways the components could unfold/open or move based on hinges 
and materials. 
 Our initial focus versus what could be a long term development plan. 
 Eco substitutes for cork to include small tackable surfaces!
 
Manufacturing Plant
 Use the cnc and shopbot to construct pieces (it would allow the final product to 
be less expensive if it was all designed for automated manufacturing)
 Post processing by hand

Materials Sourcing
 bamboo plywood  http://www.plyboo.com
 other certified wood, like Europly or Purebond: http://www.earthsourcewood.
com/certifiedplywood.htm in bayview.  
 
 

Name??
 lets decide on an name by tomorrow.  
 initial exploration: independence, bird, free, unique, suspension, suspense, sus-
pend, elegant, elevate, sustainable, sculptural, float, what is an animal that is free (sym-
bolically)?
 second exploration: nest, pendent, shelve, sunder, roost, perch, candor, soar, arise, 
mount, hover, asunder
     
I like this one: 
 sunder, verb 1. to seperate, divide, sever.  2. to become seperate, part 

submit all names to the group by tonight and we can vote on it!! Let me know if I’m run-
ning in the wrong direction with “sunder” maybe it sounds too much like thunder
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product development

initial influence map
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product development

initial influence map
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research questions

INTERVIEWS WITH TARGET MARKET
Target roup: Young professionals, with an at-home 
desk, who sometimes telecommute and work on 
creative independent projects, between the ages of 
21-35.

Questions:
1. What regularly sits on your desk at home? 

(pens? cell phone? pencils? paper? books? 
newspapers? stapler? glasses? CDs?  
sketchbooks? scissors? tape? rulers? etc...)

2. What objects fall off your desk?
3a. Do you have a shelf above your desk?
3b. What do you put on that shelf?
4. When working at your desk what do you 

want in arms reach?
5a. Do you have a desktop organizer?
5b. If so, what does it hold?
5c. Do you like it?
5d.  How can it be improved?

product development
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product development

research responses

John
Age: 27, Job: Industrial Designer
1. ornaments, computer, paper, folder, some notes, 
drawing supplies, sketchbook, lamp, cell phones, 
books (not regularly) etc. 
2. everything
3. a. yes.  shelf above desk. b. paper. 
4. pens, paper, rulers
5. no. I wish I could organize my wires though. 

tyson
Age: 35, Job: Architect
1. lap top, pen/pencil container, pen/pencils 
scattared, mouse, mouse pad, change$ bowl, bills, 
keys, cell phone, i-pod, water glass, beer glass, 
clamped goose-neck lapp., USB hub, head phones. 
loose papers, scattared notes, sketch book.
2. pen, pencil, loose notes, USB hub, cell phone 
plug-ing
3a. no
3b. n/a
4. key board, mouse, headphones, pencil/pen 
holder, clear space to lay paper to write or sketch, 
stack of mail/bills I am actively dealing with, 
sketch book, phone, stapler, paper clips, ajustible 
task light, Cutie 
5. I don’t have a desk top organizer. I don’t know 
what that is.
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research responses

product development

Michelle
Age: 32, Job: Computer Graphics, filmmaker
1. pen holder (holds pens and scissors), stapler, 
computer, post its
2. pens
3a. no
4. my phone, wacom tablet, mouse, post its
5. no, they’re too big and end up just full of junk.

lisa
Age: 35, Job: Director of Finance, Non-profit
(My set is sorta temporary, so I am answering 
things that kinda apply to my old desk too)
1. computers, speakers, headsets, ipod cord 
maybe one pen - but I don’t write much, the 
other things are in drawers next to my table
2. Blackberry
3. no, not yet - but I did back in DC and liked it.  
I put books mainly on the shelf
4. hmmm, strange, cords I would say - like photo 
attachment, iPod attachment
5. no. I think they’re tacky. I don’t like sets of 
things. It would make my home desk feel like 
work. 

I don’t deal in paper much - if you want later I 
can answer based on my old work desk.
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product development

research responses

evan
Age: 29, Job: Audio Producer
1. Computer, bills, mouse, notes, pens, letters.
2. Primarily pens.
3a. no
3b. n/a
4. Pens, notepad, mouse keyboard. 
5. I don’t have a desk top organizer. I do have an 
old tin letter holder and a little cup and a clip.  
These smaller antiques let help me organize 
some of the basics. But I have a pretty small desk 
and not too much room so I only use those. 

sally
Age: 32, Job: Executive Director, Arts Organization
1. At home…um, I have my laptop, a notebook, 
planner, I have some pens and pencils and a few 
clips. 
2. Pens and clips. 
3a. yes, a small one
3b. books
4. notebook, planner, pen.
5. no I don’t think so. I don’t like how much 
desk space they take up and I really don’t care 
for a big plastic box. At work it’s fine, but not a 
home. 
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product development

initial sketches
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product development

materials swatches
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product development

initial prototypes
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product development

initial prototypes
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product development

second influence map
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product development

second sketches
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product development

second prototypes
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product development

third prototype
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product development

fourth prototypes
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product development

final prototypes
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product development

the future

• create more iterations

• refine form

• refine interface

• source other materials

• iterations in materials

• streamline production process

• manufacture sample for testing

• solicit user feedback

• create final iterations
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identity development

name ideations

independence bird free unique suspension
suspense suspendelegant elevate sustainable sculptural
float pendant shelve sunder roost perch candor soar
arise mount hover asunder perchy perce airchie james
jairry airlégance lightness elegance natural manageable
customizable unique exclusive rare roosty élégance
branché floaty penwings environmentally-conscious
upscale warm distinct solid alive/living unobtrusive
free dynamic stable modular adaptable expandable
compact intuitive huvar afloe sorn rair florn freo
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identity development

name ideations

independence bird free unique suspension
suspense suspendelegant elevate sustainable sculptural
float pendant shelve sunder roost perch candor soar
arise mount hover asunder perchy perce airchie james
jairry airlégance lightness elegance natural manageable
customizable unique exclusive rare roosty élégance
branché floaty penwings environmentally-conscious
upscale warm distinct solid alive/living unobtrusive
free dynamic stable modular adaptable expandable
compact intuitive huvar afloe sorn rair florn freo
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identity development

typographic ideations
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identity development

first logo ideations

rair

rairrair
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identity development

second logo ideations

rair
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identity development

third logo ideations

rair

rair

rair

rair

rair
rair
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marketing research
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marketing research

situational analysis

From companies and designers such as Freitag 
bags (www.freitag.ch/) with their creative re-use 
of freeway tarps to Herman Miller producing a line 
of greenguard certified (www.greenguard.org/)
office products we are seeing a movement towards 
the use and appreciation of sustainable materials 
among those who design and those who purchase 
products for their use of design. 

The trend is going to some extremes 
(www.environmentalcaskets.com/htmlpages/wood.html)
but we are hoping to go with a slightly tamer 
route.

Where there are many low price plastic molded 
organizers and traditional wooden alternatives, we 
were unable to find an organic inspired in home 
organization system. So we have chosen to build one.
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marketing plan

distribution  analysis
We have chosen to concentrate our distribution 
efforts on small shops and online opportunities 
which cater to consumers who are looking for 
a meaningful purchase.  We are initially looking 
to make our products available in a few select 
markets where there are high concentrations 
of consumers who concentrate on design as a 
purchase decision factor.

ONLINE DISTRIBUTION OUTLETS:
our own site:
We will build a simple website to showcase our 
products in home environments, as well as highlight 
the additional features which make rair a rare product 
and a great find.

www.thegreenoffice.com:
Founded with the goal of aiding companies in 
achieving a greener environment, this website does 
not offer any non-conventional desk organizers.

www.momastore.org:
The online store of the New York Museum of Modern 
Art – we will try to get our products featured here based 
on design quality.
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marketing plan

example stores in target markets
SAN FRANCISCO
Paxton’s Gate - www.paxtongate.com/ (gardening and taxidermy store in San Francisco; many science- and botanical-inspired products)

Yelp reviews: www.yelp.com/biz/zbeFaHf5kOrdO0xOJN3cLQ
“When I first began building my (super secret world domination machine the schematics of which you obviously wouldn’t comprehend), I found the 
task of shopping for ingredients quite daunting. I mean, where could I possibly find, in addition to various scrap metal and plastic constructing the main 
armature of my (super secret world domination device like woah), the following items:

a raccoon penis bone 
a nautilus shell 
three impaled dung beetles 
a bag of glass eyes 
two venus flytraps 
two gooseneck magnifying lenses 
skin from a cane toad 
taxidermied mice in frilly bottoms 
moss 
brass brackets and screws and 
stationary (to send out notes to people saying, “Hello. You and the world you live in are about to fall under my evil rule. Let’s get tea 

soon?”)

Although the machine didn’t work out as I expected and I had to punish my engineer by transplanting his head onto a body of a pot bellied pig, I was 
still very pleased to find that Paxton Gate provided all of the necessary ingredients, as well as a lovely browsing environment and knowledgeable and 
pleasant staff (with just a teeny tiny bit of polite arrogance mixed in, the kind an evil schemer such as myself mightily appreciates).”

x21 Modern - www.x21modern.com/ 
Yelp reviews: www.yelp.com/biz/MA19cBqerOG09OlE0w0Gew
“Artistic. Twisted. Cool.”

“What an awesome store! And I even say this if you are broke as a joke, but want to go and dare to dream of what your future fun house may 
call decor. It’s got everything from robot looking thingamajigs to kooky lamps to a stand up superman, a fake dead rat and an art piece with two 
random hands holding a steering wheel!”

Eden and Eden - www.edenandeden.com/ 
Yelp reviews: www.yelp.com/biz/zz2MOq89IUcMzwf6BFxbmg
“I could have taken dozens of pictures at eden & eden because everything was just so pretty and unique. but i felt kind of awkward since i was 
only one of three or so patrons in there. anyway, they have home accessories, clothing from ivana helsinki (a finnish designer), paper goods, 
jewelry and just a bunch of cool stuff. so i’d call the place an indie anthropologie but on the fresher side (as opposed to shabby chic).”

Propeller - www.propellermodern.com/
Yelp reviews: www.yelp.com/biz/QG0_Rrd5Ue20yZvs73WQpw
“Good eye.  Sometimes even a little ahead of the curve.  I bought a very reasonably priced coffee table/bench here a couple of years ago, and 
it is now a regular feature in the MoMA catalog.   Interesting pieces large and small mean you can probably afford to take home a stylish trinket 
if not a treasure.”

Friend - store.shop-friend-sf.com/
Yelp reviews: www.yelp.com/biz/TvdS_Srg57KeYvsEFyEmiw
“Obviously, Friend is not for everyone.  It always has in stock the latest in interior design and of course, you have to pay a premium to get a jump 
in on interior decoration before Ikea mass-produces it and suddenly, your average Dick and Jane from Modesto decorate their 6-bedroom exurban 
faux-Villa estate with accoutrements you liked 2 years ago and decorated your tiny 500 square foot 1-bedroom overpriced apartment with.“

“My boyfriend loves places like this so when we came in here yesterday afternoon he had a ball.
This place has some very creative and unique items. It is pretty pricey and after seeing some of the items, I realized I could possibly make my 
own at home! This is a nice place though to pick up something cool and expensive for your home or your room. The coolest thing I saw here 
was a pig sharpener for $27...cool!”

LOS ANGELES
Artecnica, Inc. - www.artecnicainc.com (many of the products in this store are of a botanical nature and we feel that rair will be a good fit)

NEW YORK CITY
3r Living - www.3rliving.com/ (husband and wife team with a store dedicated to sustainable and reuse products)

Yelp review: www.yelp.com/biz/V-lPhpgIuXwKIWqMjo9hdA
“I love, love, love this store. I was in the neighborhood picking out some jewelry, and happened by this little oasis of environmental bliss.  They 
are not the typical overpriced boutique with a veneer of do good intentions. No, no, 3R is instead the type of store that could change the world.  
They have a broad selection of everything from super soft, super cool organic cotton t-shirts, to recycled rubber change purses, to clocks that 
are made out of recycled album covers (so cool), to organic chocolate. On top of their truly original and conscientious selections, the owners 
are super friendly and super nice.  They also take suggestions for what to add to their stock. If you love your friends and family and love the 
earth that you live in, 3R should be your first and only stop for gifts.”
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competitor analysis

While there are no current similar products 
available in the market, there are a few desk 
organizers out there which will be interesting 
to design-centric consumers. We aim to take a 
strategy of low-rivalry; in a market where demand 
is growing faster than supply, there should be 
enough room for new entrants without attempting 
to capture market share from competitors.

tactical programs

MARKETS
online
San Francisco
Los Angeles
New York City
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bill of materials

* actual cost for prototyping materials; final sourced sustainable materials will be higher.

*
*

*
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marketing strategy & objectives

FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
Goal: 10,000 starter units sold in Year 1 with 
20% YOY sales growth for the first 3 years. 
Profitable after 3 years.

MARKETING OBJECTIVES
Goal: To be a recognized contributer to the 
sustainable design movement by introducing 
a product which will allow our consumers to 
add beauty and customization into the home.

* marketing plan is based on using sustainable sourced materials which are at a significant cost increase in 
comparison to the materials used for prototyping

*
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promotion
ICFF NYC:
2008 DATES, 2009 DATES 
May 17-20, 2008

Launch Party on 5/20 with the public invited. Rented gallery with the products 
being displayed mounted on canvas.

GROW IN PLACE CAMPAIGN:
This campaign will highlight the botanical inspiration as well as the space savings 
available through rair organization. There will be an online ad campaign with 
Search Engine Marketing for a list of 1000 top design terms. We will also utilize 
google site targeting to run some ftlash based skyscrapers and banners targeting 
design sites. We will also participate in link trade which will enhance the search 
engine optimization of our websites. We will have half page and quarter page 
creative to run in our target magazines.

DESIGN CONSCIENTIOUS CAMPAIGN:
This campaign plays on the idea of the design conscious consumer and the 
conscientious consumer. We highlight the green features of the producs and will 
run flash skyscrapers and banners as well as have half page and quarter page 
creatives.

MAGAzINES:
Dwell - www.dwell.com/info/advertise/mediakit

(ad rates listed in PDFs)

Interior Design - www.interiordesign.net/index.asp?layout=id_
static&page=story&doc_id=24273&webzine=id&publication=id

(emailed Kathrine on 4/29 for rate card – no rates available for research, but 
wished us luck)

Metropolis - www.metropolismag.com/mediakit/
(ad rates listed in PDFs)

Wallpaper - www.wallpaper.com/advertisewithus

7x7 - www.7x7sf.com/advertise
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ad rate sheet

AT HOME IN THE MODERN WORLD
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ad rate sheet

METROPOLIS MAGAZINE > 61 WEST 23RD STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10010 > T 212.627.9977 > F 212.627.9988 > WWW.METROPOLISMAG.COM

Rates effective January 1, 2007 with the February 2007 issue
Applicable to national companies

BLACK & WHITE 1X 4X 7X 11X

2-page spread $13,595 $12,915 $12,635 $11,970

Full page $7,155 $6,800 $6,655 $6,310

2/3 page $5,990 $5,700 $5,580 $5,285

1/2 page $4,660 $4,420 $4,330 $4,105

1/3 page $3,345 $3,180 $3,100 $2,935

1/4 page $2,520 $2,390 $2,335 $2,215

1/6 page $1,350 $1,290 $1,260 $1,185

TWO COLOR 1X 4X 7X 11X

2-page spread $16,150 $15,350 $15,020 $14,220

Full page $8,500 $8,090 $7,905 $7,490

2/3 page $7,415 $7,035 $6,885 $6,520

1/2 page $5,755 $5,470 $5,355 $5,065

1/3 page $4,135 $3,935 $3,850 $3,655

1/4 page $3,100 $2,950 $2,895 $2,735

1/6 page $1,665 $1,580 $1,550 $1,480

FOUR COLOR 1X 4X 7X 11X

2-page spread $20,390 $19,345 $18,950 $17,905

Full page $10,710 $10,185 $9,980 $9,430

2/3 page $9,335 $8,870 $8,680 $8,210

1/2 page $7,555 $7,170 $7,025 $6,645

1/3 page $5,435 $5,160 $5,055 $4,780

1/4 page $4,080 $3,890 $3,790 $3,600

1/6 page $2,185 $2,080 $2,045 $1,925

BLEED
15% additional to gross rate; see Ad Speci-
fications for available ad sizes.

COVER POSITION
20% additional to gross rate; non-cancellable.

PREMIUM POSITION
15% additional to gross rate; non-
cancellable—consult your representative 
for availability.  

RESERVED POSITION
10% additional to gross rate; non-cancellable—
consult your representative for availability.

Second color will be matched as closely as 
possible using process color combinations
(cyan, magenta, yellow, black). For precisely
matched inks, metallic or fifth color, an 
additional $750 will be charged.

Contact your METROPOLIS representative 
for details.

National Trade 2007 Ad Rates 28NT
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desktop narratives
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emails
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presentations


